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Walking

          and Rolling

Safe

pathways to

schools,

including

bikeways

http://thenounproject.com

The Noun Project
Icon Template

Reminders

Strokes

Try to keep strokes at 4px

Minimum stroke weight is 2px

For thicker strokes use even 
numbers: 6px, 8px etc.

Remember to expand strokes 
before saving as an SVG 

Size

Cannot be wider or taller than 

100px (artboard size)

Scale your icon to fill as much of 
the artboard as possible

Ungroup

If your design has more than one 
shape, make sure to ungroup

Save as

Save as .SVG and make sure 
“Use Artboards” is checked

100px

.SVG

Back gate to

Sutterville, thin

passageway, the

best way for

people to get to

Sutterville

place trees

along all the

sidewalks and

in all the

medians

More green

street

features near

Irvin and

Virginia

Plant trees in parking

lane, provide shade,

give psychological

buffering between cars

and pedestrians, and

encourage drivers to

slow down.

As an overall

measure,

how about

cool

pavement? 

Oh yes there’s an

almost natural

greenway

possibility across

Freeport at 35th

that could connect

to Mangan Park. 

This would be a

wonderful ped/

bike/commute

alternative to the

busy streets.

Dilapidated

sidewalks,

Especially

between Irvin

and Oregon

trees provide

sense of

enclosure,

comfort, classier

and cleaner

environment, 

Use concrete or

lighter-colored

pavement to

reflect the sun's

heat and reduce

temperatures 

TREES have

more value

than for

shade.

Biking and

Micromobility

Doesn't feel

safe for child

to ride bike

Kids ride

bike on

wrong side

of road

physically

protected

bike lanes

Please avoid

parking protected

bike lanes in areas

with frequent

business

driveways.

Lines of sight for

both bikes and

cars do not work

in this setting

Buffered bike lanes on

Florin by Riverside in

Greenhaven is not a

good example - that

area is MORE

dangerous to bike on

than before.

Dislike transitions

in bike lane,

harder to use

bike lane design

should be

consistent so a bike

does not need to

keep shifting their

location in the road.

Are there

opportunities to

narrow the traffic

lanes to both slow

traffic and increase

the real estate for

buffered bike lanes,

etc.?

buffering or

protecting

bike lines is

great

A painted or

ballasted

buffer would

be okay

Appreciate

buffered bike

lane in front of

Raley's. Would

like in other

parts of corridor.

Taking Transit

Please do a

comprehensive

assessment of

bus stop

locations.

Best practice is to put

bus stops as close as

possible to

intersections, but

many bus stops are

located more than

100ft from the

intersections.

This helps transit

users by reducing

walking distance

to bus stops.

SAFETY

BETTER

WALK/BIKE

CONDITIONS

SHADE &

COMFORT

NEIGHBOR-

HOOD 

IDENTITY

WHAT IS YOUR OVERALL VISION?

BUSINESS &

ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT

Intersection and

Crosswalk

Improvements

In Magnum Park

side and trying to

access bike lane,

drive on wrong

side on sidewalk

to access safely

Freeport and Irvin,

both Oregon and

Virgina had rounded

out, makes more

annoying to cross 

Dont grind out, add

bulbouts, RRFBs,

better paint, help

slow down traffic

and make more

attentive

timing of

crossing signals

and having a

lead time before

the traffic signal

turns

crosswalk

"countdown"

lights

left turn/right turn

red lights to

vehicles to allow

pedestrian

crossing

We just need

a lot more

crosswalks.

1000 ft between

crosswalks is just

too far, especially

when there are full

intersections with

no crosswalks.

Immediate

crossing

when hit

button

The extended

intersection as

Sutterville splits

across Freeport

really needs to

be improved.

traffic

speeding

cameras as

deterrents

We've been

discussing

roundabouts on Land

Park Dr and

Sutterville. Adding

them at Freeport

could make sense too.

WHAT MULTIMODAL IMPROVEMENTS WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE?

WIDER SIDEWALKS STREET TREES

AND SHADE

NEW CROSSWALKS FOR

FREQUENT CROSSINGS

IMPROVED

CROSSWALKS

STREET AND

PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING

CONTINUOUS

BIKE FACILITIES

NEW AND IMPROVED

BIKE LANES

IMPROVED BIKE

CONNECTIONS TO

EXISTING AND

PLANNED TRAILS

BUFFERED BIKE FACILITY

No park in

walking

distance,

need better

routes

This would be

valuable for

pedestrians,

bicyclists, and transit

users on hot days

(which will be

increasing in number).

Trees slow down

traffic, increase

property values, and

absorb particulate

matter pollution

generated by traffic, 

think about

developing trails to

location rather than

slowing commercial

corridors similar to

Elk Grove

Examples of pedestrian-

friendly 4-lane streets:

Santa Monica Bl in West

Hollywood; Octavia Bl in

SF. Lots of trees, bulb-

outs that allow vehicle

throughput but

encourage driving at

slower speeds.

Trees make the

air safer to

breathe

especially for

elderly people

and children.

That large island by

the SW edge of City

College makes it feel

like a freeway (ugly)

but yet moves very

slowly.

Peanutabouts

in Boston :)

Prioritize

pedestrians

at

intersections

I would suggest some

sort of roundabout -

maybe an extended

double-roundabout

with a solid buffer

connecting the two

bulbs

For crosswalks,

stamped concrete or

some other way to

change the visual

texture of the area

inside the crosswalk

to make it more

visible

Lead time for

peds to

enter first

slower traffic

makes biking

safer at

driveways and

intersections

Having the bike

lanes be consistent

in design along the

corridor can make

it easier to use

them

On the Executive

Freeport side you can

create a bike trail that

runs parallel Freeport

and you can take a look

at the tree line that runs

along Freeport.  This is

conducive to a trail

solution.

protected

almost

impossible in

commercial,

need traffic

control

From my

experience

bulbouts can be

very dangerous

for people on

bikes

Getting to the

river bike trail

from southeast of

Freeport and

Fruitridge can be

very frightening. 

Synchronize

traffic lights

Lots of

cars at

school

traffic

calming

narrowing the

visual roadway

and other traffic

calming

Slower traffic

makes it easier

to exit

businesses from

those driveways

More traffic

control and

slower

speeds

The level of

protection

needed

depends on

how much we

can slow traffic

entry/exit of strip

malls between

Oto's and

Fruitridge

ome areas

that just

shouldn’t

have street

parking.

Not everyone

using corridor

lives there

Narrower

traffic lanes

to have

more/better

facilities

Make

uncomfortable

to drive, wide

roads and not a

lot of visual

cues 

Driving

Improvements

should ensure

small

businesses

stay

Celebrating the

many small

restaurants and

other

businesses

here.

Many

frequented

businesses

along

corridor. 

Thriving small

businesses

because of

affordability.

Local Business

and Economic

Development

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

Is this in the

top 10 Vision

zero areas?

Freeport

Blvd is not in

the top 10.

It is on the larger

group of streets called

the High Injury

Network and it falls in

the "Commercial

Areas" profile which

was a trend.

High Asianamerican

population,

interpretations would

be great, and exapnd

outreach

enhance

sense of

place and

history

Blaire Ave north of

FP - why no

conversation

around safe bike

lanes, or is Del Rio

Trail combination of

walk and bike?

Freeport intersects

with several of the

Top 10 High Injury

Network corridors

identified in the

Vision Zero Plan

Del Rio trail

will be

shared use

path

Will this team

consider enacting

"quick wins" that can

be implemented

sooner than later?

e.g., synchronized

traffic lights

Funding was

based on

commercial

corridors with

collisions

long term solutions

to reimagine space,

synchronizing can be

done where able to.

Some infrastructure

is outdated.

Improvements in

short term

during last storm

Sutterville and Freeport

were impassable due to

high flooding. Cars were

turning around, walking

or bikes could be

stranded.

The corridor is

very different

along this

study area

One solution

for the whole

stretch might

not be best.

Look and feel

of urban

neighborhood

more public art

that reflects the

neighborhood

character

we need both

short-term and

long-term

solutions to

improve this

corridor.

For example

between Irvin and

Virginia on the

east side it’s all

back yard fences

without curb cuts. 

Walk

Sacramento?

Foundation

document for

project.

Here I could

see more

green, trees,

even green

street features

The strip malls

have multiple

owners… so in

the past really

tough.

NEW AND IMPROVED

BIKE LANES

IMPROVED EXISTING

BUS STOPS

ADDITIONAL BUS STOPS

WITH SHELTERS AND

LIGHTING

IMPROVED EXISTING

SIGNALS

NEW SIGNALIZED

INTERSECTIONS

MANAGE TRAFFIC

SPEEDS

MANAGE TRAFFIC

FLOW WITH MEDIANS

WAYFINDING AND

SIGNAGE TO MAJOR

COMMERCIAL

DESTINATIONS

WIDER SIDEWALK FOR

OUTDOOR RETAIL AND

COMMERCE 

? ?
MANAGED

TRAFFIC

FLOW

NATURAL

ENVIRONMENT

TRANSIT

EFFICIENCY

Upgrade

infrastructure

wihtout

displacement. 

Slower traffic

leads to

greater

safety.

Is there any

consider to help

the owners of

these properties

modify their

parking lots?

This stretch of

Freeport is used as

a commute corridor

whenever traffic on

99 and 5 gets

backed up

No matter how slow

the traffic speed,

drivers are distracted

when trying to enter

or exit parking lots

between parked cars

the speed limit is

adequate. the

problem is that

people dramatically

exceed it

we have same issue

on Riverside (I live

right by where the

motorcyclist died).

Calming

infrastructure would

help.

Narrow

passageway

at Harian

Way

Safe

routes to

School

Safe

routes to

School

Continuous

trees in

sidewalks

and medians

Safe routes

to

Playgrounds

Traffic

very

fast

Conflict with

access to

businesses

and

crosswalks 

Scary

driveways

entrances

More green

between

Virginia and

Irvin Way

Long

driveways

There used to be a

path from 34th Ave

to Freeport that

allowed us to avoid

the corner of

Fruitridge and

Freeport.

Without the path,

we have to come

out to Fruitridge

from one of the

Mangan Park

streets. 

This encourages a

biker to ride on the

"wrong" side of the

street and on the

"wrong" side of the

sidewalk on Freeport

to the crosswalk at

the PD.

Protective bike lanes

between 35th and

43rd/Blair; a connector

between Mangan Park

and the Freeport/35th

intersection; traffic or

pedestrian light at

Freeport/38th Ave.

would having bike

racks at

destinations along

freeport blvd be

appropriate to the

scope of this

meeting

Reduce

Traffic

lanes

Bike trail

along Airport

edge

Bike

connections

Better paint,

Bulbouts,

reflective

signages

Roundabout

to improve

circulation

Better

signals for

Ped & Bike

A thousand times

yes to a roundabout

at Land Park and

Sutterville! That

intersection is

insane!

Controlled cross walk in

front of the children's

home on Sutterville/

Curtis Park  seemed

successful with halting

traffic and safe crossing.

Consider for this project.

Just at the north end of

this study area, a

roundabout at north spur

of Freeport/Sutterville

makes total sense. Lots of

space to accommodate

this here. Elsewhere less

space, but worth looking.

Need safe

crossing for the

Del Rio Trail and

South Land

Park.

Protected

bike lane

Connection

to Del Rio

Trail

Stops near

the

intersection

Artwork that

reflect asian

american

community

Road has

good look

and feel
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